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Dear Students/Parents/Carers, 

 

I hope this letter finds you well and you are continuing to cope with the many challenges that COVID‐19 

is still presenting to us all. 

 

Firstly, I just wanted to share with you the link to a government press release on the issue of the 

awarding of Summer 2021 exam grades. This comes in the form of a frequently asked questions 

document: 

 

https://dfemedia.blog.gov.uk/2021/02/25/what-you-need-to-know-about-grades-in-2021/ 

 

We await further student friendly guidance documents from the government. As an academy we have 

made a narrated presentation on this topic. This was sent out in early March 2021 and the link to this 

can be found below: 

 

https://www.samworthchurchacademy.co.uk/news/2021-03-05-gcse-a-level-exams-update-5th-march-

2021 

 

The guidance can be summarised in the following quote: 

 

‘Centre Assessed Grades (school) grades submitted to exam boards must reflect a fair, reasonable 

and carefully considered judgement of the most likely grade a student would have achieved if they had 

sat their exams this summer and completed any non-exam assessment'.  

 

Below is the guidance from the above presentation for Year 11 and Year 13 students: 

 

Why is this system deemed (by the DfE) to be an appropriate way of deciding student examination 

grades? 

 

• Teachers know their students well and schools are able to assess grades with a high degree of 

accuracy.  

• The grades schools submitted to the exam boards are agreed by the centre following an internal 

quality assurance process and are not the sole responsibility of any individual teacher.  

• The standardisation process applied by the exam boards ensures grades awarded this year are fair 

and consistent across the country. 

• This was the fairest possible approach available under extreme circumstances. It is a rigorous 

process which means that grades awarded this year are as valid as in any other year.  

• This will allow pupils to progress to the next stage of their lives in the normal way. 

 

What information is the academy expected to provide? 

 

For every GCSE, AS and A level subject, exam boards require our academy to submit the following 

information:  

 

 A centre assessment grade for each student – this was the academy's judgement about the 

grade that each student was most likely to have achieved if they had sat their exams. This 

judgement is reached from evidence held within school.  The academy will use several pieces 

of work students have done. For example - essays, assessments, mock exams, coursework 

already completed and which has been reviewed by subject teachers and relevant heads of 

department. This grade is not just a current grade, report grade, target grade or UCAS grade. 

https://dfemedia.blog.gov.uk/2021/02/25/what-you-need-to-know-about-grades-in-2021/
https://www.samworthchurchacademy.co.uk/news/2021-03-05-gcse-a-level-exams-update-5th-march-2021
https://www.samworthchurchacademy.co.uk/news/2021-03-05-gcse-a-level-exams-update-5th-march-2021


 

How will the academy produce these grades? 

 

 Students performance in key components of the course, including for example, classwork, 

homework, book work, coursework completed, mock exams and/or participation in 

performances in subjects such as Music, Drama and PE. 

 Performance on any non-exam assessment or coursework (NEA), even if this was not fully 

completed.  

 Grades should obviously make sense in terms of a students’ tier of entry in a subject (higher or 

foundation) - this is only in subjects that have a tier of entry. 

 The grades students are given by their teachers are then checked by various other members of 

staff in school. 

 

 

How will remaining assessments be completed? 

The academy surveyed students and took their views on this. I am pleased to say we have been able to 

fully follow their wishes. Rather than a formal exam period (as per the traditional GCSE/A-Level exams 

model) here will be three set weeks for staff to carry out the remaining necessary assessments to 

produce their centre assessed grades for students: 

 

 26
th

-30
th

 April  

 10
th

-14
th

 May  

 24
th

-28
th

 May   

 

This allows us to ensure that exams are spread out and help with student workload and mental 

wellbeing. This is mainly due to it preventing a five/six-week continuous exam period. Students have 

been informed how these assessments will run during a morning briefing week commencing 29
th

 

March. 

 

 

Timeline of Events 

 

5
th

 March The Samworth Church Academy announced Centre Assessed Grades process to  

Students 

 

29
th 

March (Year 13) / 31
st

 March (Year 11)  

Students were updated on how their remaining assessments will be carried out 

 

W/C 10
th

 May   Summer 1 reporting grades will be released (Please note these could be different to   

            final centre assessed grades) 

 

18
th

 June Centre Assessed Grades to be submitted to exam boards 

 

TBC  Year 11 and Year 13 leaving date – The academy is awaiting further information from  

the government.  These dates will be confirmed at the earliest opportunity. 

 

10
th

 August Year 13 Results Day 

 

12
th

 August  Year 11 Results Day 
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Can student grades be changed? 

 

Once student grades are given to the exam boards, they will then be checked in various ways. This 

may lead to the grade students are given by the academy being changed. The reason for any grades 

being changed would be if they felt that the evidence the academy has provided does not fit the grade 

students have been given.  

 

What if students are unhappy with the grades they are given? 

 

We hope this won’t be the case because during the week commencing Monday, 7
th

 June staff will 

discuss the evidence they will use to produce students’ centre assessed grades. This will give students 

an opportunity to understand this process and answer any questions they have. Please be aware the 

staff are unable to tell students their final centre assessed grade (under any circumstances). To do so 

would constitute exam malpractice. 

 

However, students will also have the chance to appeal against any grades given to them in the 

Summer. Details on how this will be available from staff on results day. There are two main types of 

appeal: 

 

 Initial Review – the academy will check to see if an administrative error was made. If this is 

found to be the case the academy enters a revised mark/grade to the Exam Board. 

 

 Exam Board Review – this is a full review of the student’s grade evidence in a given subject. It is 

also a check by the Exam Board that the academy has followed its own internal checking 

procedures. 

 

Please be aware student grades can go up and down on appeal. The judgement of an exam 

board appeal is final. 

 

If a student appeals or even if they don't appeal then students will be able to sit their GCSE/A-Level 

exam alongside whatever study they are doing later in the year (when these exams are possible). This 

is in October and November 2021. Again, further information on the exact dates of these exams will be 

released by Exam Boards in due course. If students do sit the exam then both the grade the academy 

gives them and the grade they get in the exam will both stand/count. 

 

When will results be released? 

 

 Tuesday 10
th

 August – A-Level (Year 13) Results Day 

 Thursday 12
th

 August – GCSE (Year 11) Results Day 

 

Finally... 

 

I would very much like to take this opportunity to say to all Year 11 and Year 13 students and their 

families, how sorry we are that this has happened.   

 

All we can control is how hard we work to ensure that all our students are not disadvantaged 

educationally.  I would like to personally reassure you that the grades we submit to the Examinations 

Board will be fair, checked by multiple staff and will hopefully reflect everything for which each and 

every student has worked so hard.    

 



All of the staff at The Samworth Church Academy would like students to know that we continue to wish 

them well during this difficult time and that we are very proud of them all.    Please be assured the 

Academy will continue to be there and support students long after what would have been their usual 

leaving dates and fully intend to hold our leavers celebrations for Y11 and Y13 students as soon as we 

are able to do so, which they are so deserving of.   Further information on these events will follow. 

 

All the very best, take care and stay safe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chris Vallance 

Strategic Director for Student Experience 

 


